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CUBIC CHESS GAME – Eight Boards 
General overview 

A chess game is the oldest war competition without shedding blood 
pitting a mind against intelligence. It has not been systemized even by 
world computers with artificial intelligence not yet been able to win. But 
soon that perspective may change. However mankind was created by 
ELOHIM –Let us make man in our image (Genesis 1:26) thus could one 
notch higher challenge a world-computer humans created expanding it 
to a three dimensional domain like physics is mirror-image in the 
metaphysic still forbidden in every university teaching deception and 
lies. Anyway for the experts if you want a higher challenge and become 
a millionaire selling a global CD’s useful on the Internet, can play the 
chess game on a three dimensional level like our universe is based on. 
It cannot go any higher as it gets close what the forbidden Torah-Bible 
proclaimed soon to be restored in the global town square.    

 

1. The Cubic-chess-game is a three dimensional computerized 
graphic board with images of fandom outlined 512 shadow 
sub cubes projection.  

2. Thus the multi layers chess-cube has 8 layers duplicated in a 
layout 8x8=512 see through shaded outlined cubes. 

3. The chess figures are changed by verbal voice command to 
move a figure to a predetermined miniature fandom cube up 
or down, or level forward according to the standard rules just 
like a normal horizontal chess board.  

4. The players are interconnected by with two options. One is 
two flat TV panels linked to the Web, or the other each player 
is looking into the same large TV screen at home to interact 
and play the game.  

5. Thus each player manipulates a control device to turn the 
image on each axis to look sideways, or any position; but 
before a final move is made is put to rest in a standard 
perspective projection.  

6. The white party is on top and opposite on the bottom is 
black. Perhaps in the middle of the cube will simulate modern 
warfare Air and under Water, I am not an expert. 

7. All the same conventional rules apply for each chess figure 
but can be moved to each (8) eight boards to expand a mind 
horizon for total war.   

8. Check the other free Dummies inventions to have fun 
perhaps become a millionaire, but hurry as this civilization 
was destined to end soon prophesied the Torah-Bible. 

 


